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Carat A57, C57, T57:

HIGH RANGE ELECTRONICS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

A modern style combined with a daring design – it is with a certain respect and admiration

that we present the “CARAT” set, with its very elegant lines. It hasn’t taken too long for us

either to be charmed by its musicality and performance.

The CARAT line has been created by the French group INOVADIS, who also bring us the

Highland Audio speakers, Lumene projection screens, the NorStone design AV stands and

NorStone Cables.

The CARAT range has a simple, clean design; its name denoting the sparkle of a diamond.

The range is the brainchild of the French company INOVADIS and it is manufactured in

China to maintain its competitive price. The range has been produced with perfect care, as

was noticed while testing all three of these exceptional products: the Amplifier A57, the CD

player C57, and the Tuner T57.

SMART and DISCREET

The CARAT range is remarkable in terms of its elegant design and high quality finish.

The front panel consists of a rectangular shaped Plexiglas plate with a transparent smoked

glass to allow a green ray light to shine through. The CARAT line is decorated with discreet

aluminium buttons. The A57 controls are kept simple with the central wheel for adjusting the

volume control, a button for balance function and another for selecting the source. To the

right side, there is a jack plug (3.5 mm) for a headset or a MP3 player along with a headset

plug of 6.35 mm. The control buttons of both the C57 and the T57 models are limited just to

the necessary.

The rear of the Amplifier A57 displays an array of connections. There are 3 linear entries, 1

phono entry, commutable MM (Mobile Magnet) or MC (mobile coil), an input/output for

recording, and a pre-out exit for Cinch plug. You will also notice 4 very well finished

terminals for the speakers (pair A and B); the menu permits a choice between the use of one

or the other of these pairs, or indeed both simultaneously.

Each unit is equipped with the same remote control for all the models. The remote is tastefully

designed with small buttons with a silver and black finish.

Detailed Fabrication and Audiophile Components

When a journalist has extensive experience in HI-FI in the professional field, it’s with a great

deal of happiness that he uncovers the interiors of the CARAT electronics! Opening the A57,

unveils very high quality components: the electrical circuits consist of very high quality

cables and there is a large transformer (d 13 cm, h 8cm, P 280 VA), assisted by 4 capacitor of

10000 _F under 63v - distributing the power to the amplifier floors. These floors consist of

Sanken transistors 2SC3264 and 2SA1295 (17A, 200W) in a power box and mounted in a

simple push-pull configuration. Cooling is carried out by a large fin aluminium radiator. The

general fabrication deserves only praise, as much as for its cleanliness as for the choice of its

components, which are practically all of audiophile quality.



We also note the use of metallic resistors, and various capacitor with plastic cape. The active

components are famous models in the audio world (transistors 2N5401 and 2N5551) in the

pre amplificatory floors. The functions of entries selection, volume, and tonality are handled

by specialised Sanyo LC75342 integrated circuits, monitored by the buttons to the front or by

the remote control.

We got the same impression of excellence when opening the C57. The reading system

(Asatech brand) is situated in the central part, where we discovered 2 supply systems. One

system is dedicated to the logic of control and the other organised around a toroidal

transformer of 35VA - dedicated to feed the decoding and conversion circuits, as well as

analogic filtration. These functions are supported by Burr Brown integrated circuits

(PCM1732U, 24 bits, 96 khz) for the analogical numerical conversion and by 2 excellent

operational amplifiers OPA2134, for the filtration, associated with very good capacitor with a

plastic cape, with 2 models PPMEX _F for audio.

The interior of the Tuner T57 includes a printed circuit linked to the alimentation circuits, the

logic of control, and the audio floors, as well as the tuner module in its metal-clad box. The

production quality is again at the same high level as the other elements.

A warm and wide reprisal

Given that we chose to present this mono brand set, it was logical for us to test it all together

using our reference speakers. We have listened to long extracts of the Tchaikovsky 5
th

Symphony, by the Leningrad orchestra directed by Evgeny Mravinsky. In the energetic

Adagio, the 1
st
 movement of this symphony, the CARAT A57 amplifier and C57 CD player

have shown a remarkable energy. They follow the orchestral rythm with vivacity and

dynamism on the variations, making the instruments sound truly powerful while keeping their

melodic fullness intact. In low frequencies, CARAT was reproducing the kettledrums with a

very good impact, bear in mind that the 38cm boomers of our JBL speakers are quite

demanding towards the leading amplifiers. At the second movement of this symphony (slow

and singing), the CARAT set was very warm, slightly favouring the midrange frequencies and

showing a sound image which was wide and generous and very beautiful. The Tuner also

demonstrates very good sound results, but as usual, they will depend on the quality of the

antenna as well as the amplitude of the radio signal received.

Our opinion

These CARAT products are true High range audiophile electronics, giving a rich and

generous sound. Their sober and distinguished proposal coupled with their thoughtful

fabrication (using high quality components) deserves much praise. The price positioning for

each model is very fair given the quality presented.


